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Your Vision, Perfected 
With LP® Outdoor Building Solutions® products, your outdoor structure is more than a 

backyard necessity. Thanks to high-quality materials and premium details from LP, your 

shed or other structure can look custom-built, even if it’s not. So whether you build or buy, 

LP offers unique, practical advantages, making your shed a cut above the rest.
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 Featured: The structure shown does not feature flooring. LP® ProStruct® Floor with SmartFinish® is not suitable for horse stable applications.
Shed image is for illustrative purposes only.
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Explore Your Options
LP offers online tools and advice as a resource to help you visualize your perfect shed and make 
it a reality. Visit lpshed.com/inspiration for inspiration and the practical guidance you need to 
ensure you get the outdoor structure that’s right for you.   

Practical or Playful
From garden sheds and barns to outdoor playhouses, doghouses and chicken coops, LP shed products 

can be combined in virtually endless ways to create a unique style that’s an extension of your home. 

GET THE INSIDE ADVANTAGES   
LP SmartSide® Panels, Lap Siding and Trim offer the warmth and beauty of traditional wood 
and outstanding durability. With interior panel finishes like SmartFinish® for a beautiful, clean 
appearance and SilverTech to help keep your shed cooler and brighter, LP is the smart choice 
for outdoor structures.

STAY ONE STEP AHEAD   
With a tough overlay and professional-grade look, LP ProStruct Flooring with SmartFinish elevates 
the quality of your shed. Treated Wood Strand Technology with SmartGuard® resists fungal decay 
and termite damage. It also resists warping, splitting and cracking for longer-lasting appeal.

RAISE YOUR EXPECTATIONS
LP® ProStruct® Roof Sheathing with SilverTech® features a durable radiant barrier that reduces 
heat from the sun and a reflective surface that helps illuminate the interior. So whether you’re 
storing items or working inside, your shed will be cooler, brighter and more comfortable. 
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*See LPCorp.com for complete warranty details.
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